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1. Introduction  

In [1] we gave the definition of Incidence of X- labeled graph and in [2] we gave an application of the incidence 

matrix of X- labeled graph which is the incidence matrix of directed graph of groups and their up-down 

pregroup. In this work we give new concepts which are called the action of group on the incidence matrix of X-

labeled graph and the incidence matrix of X-labeled graph of groups which is called the incidence matrix of a 

directed graph of groups that in [1]. Moreover, we can write a computer program for this algorithm. Therefore, 

this paper is divided six sections, in section one we give an introduction, in section two we give the basic 

concepts that we use in the rest of this work, such as the graph, group actin on graphs, incidence matrix of X-

labeled graph. in section three we give the definition of group action incidence matrix and other concepts. In 

section four we give the method of construction of the graph of groups by using the action of the group on X- 

labeled graph. In section five we give the conclusion and in section six we give an example to show the 

construction of the incidence matrix of X-labeled core graph. 

 

2. Preliminaries    

A graph Γ is a collection of two disjoint sets (
)(V

and
)(E

 (such that
)(V

 is a nonempty set) which are 

called the sets of vertices and edges respectively of the graph Γ, Together with two functions

)()(:  VEi , )()(:  VEt  (the functions i and t join the vertices )(ei and )(et  to the edge e of Γ. 

The vertex )(ei  is called the initial vertex of e and )(et  is called the terminal vertex of e.  Moreover for each 

e in )(E , there is an element e  in E, is called the inverse of e, such that 

)()( etei  , )()( eiet   and ee  . 

A directed graph  is called a X- labeled graph, if each directed edge e of  is labeled by a letter x of the set 

X. Therefore ),( XF  Cayley graph, HXF /),(  Cayley coset graph )(H and  )(H Core graph of 

Cayley coset graph are X- labeled graphs. The product of X- Labeled graphs  and  is the graph  ~
 

with set of vertices )}(),(:),{()()(  VvVuvuVV and edges  
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}),(),(),(),(:)),,{(( XyEyvEyuyvu  . 

An X- labeled graph  is called folded graph, if for each vertex v of  is not incident  with two edges 1e , 2e

labeled x, x or 
1x , 

1x respectively, Xx . Otherwise  is called non - folded graph (or unfolded graph). 

The operation of folded graph is called folding that by identifying the edges which are incident with the vertex v 

and both of them labeled x or 
1x into single edge labeled x or 

1x respectively. 

Lemma 2.1: If  is any connected non- folded X – Labeled graph, then the folded X-  

Labeled graph  is also connected. 

Proof: See [ 3 ].■ 

 

2.2. Group action on graphs 

Let G be a group and be a graph, then we say that G acts on  , if it acts on the sets of vertices )(V and 

edges )(E , such that for any vertices uu ,  in )(V , edges ee , in )(E  of the graph  and for any g in 

G, then uug )( , eeg )( . Moreover if G acts on a graph , then we say that G acts on a graph without 

inversions if ege  for any g in G and e in )(E , and we say that G acts on a graph with inversions if 

ege  , for some g in G and  some e in )(E . 

Now for any vertex v in )(V and any g in G, then we say that g stabilize the vertex v if vvg )( . Therefore 

the set of the stabilizers of the vertex v is denoted by vG . i.e. }.)(;{ vvgGgGv   Also for any e in 

)(E  and any g in G, then we say that g stabilize the edge e if eeg )( . Therefore the set of the stabilizers 

of the edge e is denoted by  eG . i.e. })(;{ eegGgGe  . 

Lemma 2.2.1: vG  and eG  are subgroups of G.■ 

Now for any vertex v in )(V and any g in G, then we say that )(vg is an orbit of the vertex v. Therefore the 

set of orbits of the vertex v is denoted by )(vG . i.e. }.;)({)( GgvgvG   Also for any e in )(E  

and any g in G, then we say that )(eg is an orbit of the edge e. Therefore the set of orbits of the edge e is 

denoted by  )(eG . i.e. };)({)( GgegeG  . Hence )(vG and )(eG are subsets of  . 

 

2.3. Incidence matrices of X-labeled graphs.   

In this section we will assume that all X- labeled graphs are without loops. 

Let  be any X – Labeled graph (where },{ baX  ), then the incidence matrix of X – Labeled graph  [1] is 

an mn  incidence matrix ][ ijx , where mjni  1,1 ) with ijx   entries such that   
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N.B. Incidence matrices of X – Labeled graphs  will be denoted by )(XM .  

Now let )(XM be an mn  incidence matrix  ][ ijx   of X – Labeled graph  and let  ir  and jc  be a row 

and a column in )(XM  respectively. If ijx  is a non – zero entry in the row ir , then ir  is called  an 
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incidence row with  the column jc  at the non – zero entry ijx 1 XX  and if Xxij   , then the row ir  

is called the starting row ( denoted by ))( jcs of the column jc and the row ir  is called the ending row ( 

denoted by )( jce  )  of the column jc  if 
1 Xxij . If the rows ir  and kr  are incidence with column jc  at 

the non – zero entries ijx  and kjx  respectively, then we say that the rows ir  and kr  are adjacent. If jc  and 

hc are two distinct columns in )(XM  such that the row ir  is incidence with the columns jc  and hc   at the 

non – zero entries  ijx  and ihx respectively (where 
1,  XXxx hij ), then we say that jc  and hc  are 

adjacent columns. For each column c there is an inverse column denoted by c  such that 

)()(),()( cscececs  and cc  . The degree of a row ir  of )(XM  is the number of the columns 

incidence to ir and is denoted by )deg( ir . If the row ir  is incident with at least three distinct columns jc  , hc  

and kc  at the non – zero entries ihij xx ,  and ikx  respectively,( where ihij xx ,  ,
1 XXxik  ), then the row 

ir  is called a branch row. If the row ir  is incident with only one column   jc  at the non- zero entry ijx

1 XX  and all other entries of ir  are zero, then the row ir  is called isolated row.  

A scale  in )(XM  is a finite sequence of form kkk rcrcrcrS k ,,,,,,, 121

112211



 K , where ,1k  

,m  jj rcs j 
)(  , and kjcsrce jjj

j  


1),()( 11 . The starting row of a scale

kkk rcrcrcrS k ,,,,,,, 121

112211



 K  is the starting row 1r of the column 1c  and the ending row of the scale S 

is the ending row kr of the column 1kc   and we say that S is a scale from 1r  to kr  and S is a scale of length k 

for   21  kj . If )()( SeSs  , then the scale is called closed scale. If the scale S is reduced and closed , 

then S is called a circuit or a cycle. If  )(XM  has no cycle, then  )(XM  is called a forest incidence matrix 

of  X – Labeled graph Γ. Two rows  ir  and kr in )(XM  are called connected if there is a scale S in 

)(XM  containing ir  and kr . Moreover )(XM  is called connected if any two rows ir  and kr  in 

)(XM are connected by a scale S. If )(XM  is a connected and forest , then )(XM is called a tree 

incidence matrix of X – Labeled graph Γ.  

A component of )(XM is a maximal connected subincidence matrix of )(XM .  

If )(XM    is a subincidence matrix of )(XM , and every two rows ir  and kr in )(XM  are joined by 

at least one scale S in )(XM ,     then )(XM    is called spanning incidence matrix  of )(XM  and 

)(XM   is called spanning tree of )(XM  if )(XM   is spanning and tree incidence matrix . The 

inverse of )(XM is incidence matrix of 
1X  - labeled graph Γ.  

Lemma 2.3.1: If  is a connected X- Labeled graph, then )(XM is a connected incident matrix of X-Labeled 

graph. 
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Proof: Since each row and column in )(XM represent a vertex and an edge of  respectively, and each edge 

of  with labeled Xx joins two vertices , so each column in )(XM joins two rows at the non-zero entries 

1, xx respectively. Hence )(XM is a connected incident matrix of X-Labeled graph.■ 

 Now Let  and  be X-labeled graphs, then the incidence matrix of the product of two X-Labeled graphs 
and  is denoted by XM ( ~   ) with the set of rows )}(),(:),{(  VvVuvu  and set of columns 

jijiji eeEeEeee ,&)(),(:),{(  have the same labeled} with the non-zero entries  ktx as in the 

definition of incidence matrices of X-labeled graphs. 

 

3. Group Actions on Incidence Matrices of X- labeled graphs  

Let G be a group and X be a subset of the group G,  be a connected graph and )(XM be the incidence 

matrix of X- labeled  connected graph. 

Note: Henceforth we assume that the X-labeled graph is connected graph, and then )(XM will be connected. 

We now construct a tree )(TM X  incidence matrix of X-labeled graph, to let the group G acts on it, as below, 

For any closed reduced scale iS  of )(XM , choose a column  jc for some j, and then split the ending row 

)( ire of jc into two rows ir  and 


ir , such that the ending row of jc is 


ir  with same labeled of jc , and the 

starting row of column 1jc  in iS  is ir  with the same labeled of 1jc  . Therefore we get a tree incidence 

matrix  of X-labeled graph  

3.1. Definition. For any group G and any incidence matrices of X- labeled graph M ))(( TX   we say that a 

group G acts on the tree incidence matrix ))(( TM X   of X- labeled graph , if it acts on rows and 

columns of ))(( TM X  compactly, as below: 

i) for any Gg  and any row ))(( TMr X  , there exists a row ))(( TMr X  , such that .rgr   

ii) for any Gg  and any column ))((( TMc X  , there exists a column ))(( TMc X  , such that 

.cgc  That means )())(( cscsg   and )())(( ceceg  , and cc , have  the same labeled of non-zero 

entries Xx .  

Note: i) If  g( rr j
) , then we write rr j

~ , for any rows  rrj
,  in ))(( TM X  . 

           ii) If g( ,) cci
 then we write cci

 , for  any cci
,  in ))(( TM X  . 

Lemma 3.2:  The relations ~ and  are equivalence relations.  

Proof. i) Since ,)( rriG   for any row r in ))(( TM X  and Gi  is the identity element of the group G, so ~ is 

reflexive. If ,)( rrg   for any rows rr ,  in ))(( TM X   and some ,Gg   then r = )(1 rg 
, so ~ is 

symmetric. Now for any rows rrr ,,  in ))(( TM X   if ,~ rr   ,~ rr  then there exist ,, Ggg  such 

that ,)(,)( rrgrrg   so rrgrggrgg  )()())(( . Therefore ~ is transitive relation. Hence 

~ is an equivalence relation on rows of ))(( TM X  .■  
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ii) Proof: Since crrriricecsici GGGG  ),())(),(())(),(()( , for any column c  in  ))(( TM X  , 

so  is reflexive. If ccg )(  for any columns ))((, TMcc X  ,so ),(),( rrrrg tj
 . Therefore 

),(),( 1 rrgrr tj
 

, )(1 cgc  
 and then  is symmetric. Now for any columns ccc ,,  in 

))(( TM X  , such that cccc  , , then ccg )( ,  

ccg  )( , for some ., Ggg  Therefore ccggccgg  )(,))((  and then  is  

transitive. Hence  is an equivalence relation.■  

Definition 3.3: The stabilizer of the row r is denoted by rG  and define by },;{ rgrGggGr  . Also 

denote the stabilizer of the column c by cG and define by },;{ cgcGggGc  .  

Lemma 3.4: The stabilizers of the rows r and the columns c in ))(( TM X   are subgroups of G. 

Proof: Since the identity element  Gi  of G, stabilize any row r or any column c, so ))((( TMG Xr   or 

))(( Xc MG  are non-empty sets. 

Now For g and g  are elements in ))((( TMG Xr   and ))((( TMG Xc  , so gg  is an element in 

))((( TMG Xr   and ))((( TMG Xc  . Therefore the stabilizers of the rows and the columns are  subgroups 

of G, because rrgrggrgg  )()(()( , for any row r in  ))(( TM X  . Similarly for any column c  in 

))(( TM X  . Also if g is in stabilizers of rows or columns, so 
1g   is an element in the stabilizer of row or 

column of ))(( TM X  .■ 

 

4. Incidence Matrix of Directed Graph of finite groups  

In this section we will construct the incidence matrix of X- labeled graph of groups which is equivalent to the 

incidence matrix of directed graph of groups in [2].   

Definition 4.1[2]: An incidence matrix of directed graph of finite groups consists  

of an incidence matrix of X- labeled graph with a spanning tree matrix of X-labeled graph )(TM X , and a base 

row 1rr 
, together with a finite group rG for each row r , and a finite group cG for each column c, such 

that : 

1) The columns of )(XM are directed away from 1rr 
; 

2) Each column group cG is a subgroup of )(csG ;  

3) Each column group cG is embedded in )(ceG by a fixed monomorphism c , defined by ccc gllg
1

)(
 , 

cGg , and )(cslc  is the non-zero entrance of  c  in )(/)( TMM XX  .It is denoted by 

),),(),(,,,( cXXccr rWMTMlGG 
, 1cl if )(TMl Xc  and 1cl , if )(/)( TMMl XXc  . 

Definition 4.2: Let G be a group acts on the incidence matrices of X- labeled graph. 

A subtree incidence matrix  ))(( TM X
  of   a tree incidence matrix of X- labeled graph ]))([( TM X  . 

Therefore ))(( TM X
 is called a tree of representative for the action of G on  ))(( TM X  , if  ))(( TM X

  

contains exactly one row from each row. 
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Lemma 4.3: Let G be a group acting on an incidence matrix of X-labeled graph. If there exists a row ir  , 1i , 

not in the row orbit of  1r , then there exists 2r not in the row orbit of 1r .  

Proof:  Suppose that all rows of orbit 2r  are in the base orbit 1r  and there exists a row ir not in the row orbit of 

1r .  Now choose the smallest i, such that the orbit ir is not in the row orbit 1r . Therefore, the row orbit 1ir  is 

in the row orbit of 1r , i.e.  11)( rrg i   say, and then 2)( rrg i  , for some Gg  . Since by assuming that 

the row orbit 2r is in the row orbit of the row orbit 1r , so 1)( rrg i  , i.e. the row orbit ir is in the row orbit of 

1r  which is a contradiction. Hence 2r  and 1r  are in different orbits.■ 

Lemma 4.4:  If h and f are two columns of the same column orbit, then the starting rows )(hs   and )( fs  are 

of the same row orbits. Also the ending rows  )(he and  )( fe are of the same row orbit. 

Proof: Since the columns h and f are of the same column orbit, so there exists some  g in G, such that 

fhg )( . Since )())(( ghshsg   and ))(())(( hgeheg  , so  

)())(( fshsg   and )())(( feheg  .■ 

Lemma 4.5: If  )(hs and ir ,( for some column h and row  ir in ))(( TM X  ) are of the same row orbit, then 

there exists a column f  for some column f   in  ))(( TM X  , such that h and f are of the same column orbit and 

irfs )(  .  

Proof:  Since )(hs and ir are of the same row orbit, so there exists some g in G, such that irhsg ))(( . Now 

let )(hgf  , then )())(())(( fshgshsgri  , for some column  f ))(( TM X  .■ 

Lemma 4.6: Let G be a group acting on a tree incidence matrix of X- labeled graph, then a tree of 

representatives can always be exist.  

Proof: Let us assume, there is more than one row orbit. 

Therefore by assuming lemma 4.2, let 1r be the base row and 2r be of a different row orbits. Then there exists a 

column between them.  

Now let W be the set of all subtree incidence matrix ))(( TM X
  of the tree incidence matrix of X-labeled 

graph ))(( TM X   containing the base row 1r , such that ))(( TM X
  satisfies the following conditions; 

1) All rows are of different row orbits; 

2) i is minimal in the row orbit of ir  if case of ir in ))(( TM X
 ; 

3) if ir  in ))(( TM X
  and ij  , then every jr  is in the row orbit of some row of  

))(( TM X
 . Since W is not empty set, because ))(( 1TM X

  containing 1r  only is in  

W.  Since W is a partially ordered by inclusion. 

Now let ))}(({ iX TM  be totally ordered subset of W. Therefore we show that there exists ))(( TM X
  in 

W,  ))(( TM X )(( iX TM  . Let ))(( TM X
 = ))(( iX TM   

If ))(( TM X
  is not a tree Incidence matrices of X- labeled graph, then there exists a finite reduced closed 

scale in ))(( TM X
 . Since ))(( TM X

 = ))(( iX TM  , so there is a reduced closed scale in 
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))(( iX TM  , for some i a contradiction.  Therefore ))(( TM X
  is a tree.  Now suppose there exist ir  and 

jr in ))(( TM X
 , such that ij rrg )( . Since jr in ))(( jX TM   and ir in ))(( iX TM  , ))(( jX TM   is 

a subtree  of ))(( iX TM  , so ir  and  jr in ))(( iX TM   a contradiction. Therefore (1) holds. 

Now let jr in ))(( TM X
 , then jr in ))(( iX TM  , for some i. Since (2) and (3) hold for ))(( iX TM  , so 

they also hold for ))(( TM X
 , i.e. ))(( TM X

 is in W.  

Hence by Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a maximal ))(( TM X
  in W.  Now suppose that ))(( TM X

  has set 

of rows }{ kr .  

We now show that ))(( TM X
  contain exactly one row from each row orbit.  

Suppose not, so there exists jr  not in the orbit of any row orbit in ))(( TM X
  

Chosen such that  j is as small as possible. Therefore 0j  and by (2) ji rr   by minimality of j , there 

exists a g in G, such that  ki rrg  )( 1 in ))(( TM X
 . 

Now 1 ik by (b) and 1ir is adjacent by a column to ir , let  c be the column joining 1ir to ir . Now let 

)( it rgr  , then tr is adjacent to kr .  

Let ))(( TM X
 be the tree incidence matrices of X-labeled graph consisting of  ))(( TM X

 with )(cg and 

)( irg . Therefore (1) holds for ir  in ))(( TM X
 . 

However )( irg  is adjacent to kr , so )( irg = 1kr  = tr . 

Therefore 1 kt . From above , we have ik 1  and so it  . Since i is minimal , so ti  . Hence  

ti  , and  by minimality of i , (2) holds for ))(( TM X
 .   

Now if tj  , then  by the choice of i, jr  is in the row orbit of some row in  

))(( TM X
 . Thus (3) holds. Therefore we have a larger subtree which  satisfies (1), (2) and (3) a 

contradiction . Hence ))(( TM X
  satisfies  (1), (2) and (3). Therefore  a tree  incidence matrix of X- labeled 

graph of representatives always exists.■ 

Definition 4.7:  A subtree  incidence matrices of X-labeled graph ))(( FM X  of ))(( TM X   containing  a 

tree incidence matrices of X-labeled graph of representatives ))(( TM X
 (say) is called  a fundamental  

domain for the action of G on ))(( TM X  , if each column in ))(( FM X   has at least one  end in 

))(( TM X
 and ))(( FM X   contains exactly one column from each column orbit under  G. 

Lemma 4.8:  Let G be a group acting on a tree incidence of X-labeled graph ))(( TM X  , then there is at most 

one column of  ))(( TM X
  in each column orbit.  

Proof: Let c be a column in ))(( TM X
 , such that krcs )(  and 2)( rce   and let c  be a column  in  

))(( TM X
 , such that mrcs )( , trce )( .  
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Now if  c and  c  are in same column orbit, then there exists  a g in G, such ccg )(  .  Therefore  

mk rrg )(  and trrg )( 2 .  Since  ))(( TM X
 contains at most one row from each row orbit, so mk rr 

and hence cc  . That mean, we have only one column of ))(( TM X
 in each column orbit.  

Lemma 4.9: Let G be a group acting on a tree incidence matrix of X-labeled graph ))(( TM X  with 

))(( TM X
  a tree incidence matrix of X-labeled graph of representatives, then a fundamental domain of 

incidence matrix of X-labeled graph containing  ))(( TM X
  always exists.  

Proof:  Let V = ))}(({ iX FM  be the set of all  subtrees incidence matrix  of X-labeled  graph ))(( FM X   

of ))(( TM X   containing  the chosen tree incidence matrix of X-labeled graph of representatives 

))(( TM X
 , such that each c  in ))(( FM X   has at least one end in ))(( TM X

  and  ))(( FM X   

contains  at most one column  orbit c  from each column orbit. Since  ))(( TM X
  contains at most one 

column orbit, so  

))(( TM X
 in V. Now for any  ))(( iX FM  and ))(( 1 iX FM in ))(( FM X  ,  and let ))(( iX FM  

))(( 1 iX FM , so V be partially ordered set by inclusion.  

Therefore let ))(( iX FM  be totally ordered subset of  V= ))}(({ iX FM  . 

Now we show that there exists  ))(( FM X
 in V, such that ))(())(( iXX FMFM  . 

Therefore let ))(( FM X
 = ))}(({ iX FM  . If it is not a tree incidence Matrix of X-labeled graph, then 

there exists a finite reduced closed scale in ))(( iX FM   for some i  a contradiction . Hence ))(( FM X
 is a 

tree incidence Matrix of X-labeled graph. 

Now let c and c  in ))(( FM X
 , Since c in ))(( iX FM   and c in ))(( jX FM  . But ))(( iX FM  

))(( jX FM  , and ))(( iX FM  , ))(( jX FM  are in V, then c  and c  are in different column orbit.  Since 

each column orbit has at least one end in ))(( TM X
 , so ))(( FM X

 in V. Now by Zorn's lemma, there 

exists a maximal ))(( FM X   in V. It remains to show that ))(( FM X
  contains exactly one column from 

each column orbit. Suppose not, so there is a column  c   in ))(( FM X
  and there is no g in G, such that 

ccg  )(  for any c in ))(( FM X
 . Since   )()))((( csTMR X , so the row orbit of )(cs   has 

one row mr  say in )))((( TMR X
 . By lemma 4.3, there is a column  c   in )))((( TMC X  , such that  

ccg  )( , for some g in G , with mrcs  )(  in ))(( TM X
 . Also )())(( ceceg  .Therefore We 

have a larger subtree incidence Matrices of X-labeled graph ))(( FM X  , with 

)}({)))((()))((( ceFMRFMR XX
  and  

},{)))((()))((( ccFMCFMC XX
 , such that each column in  ))(( FM X   has  
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at least one end in ))(( TM X
  and ))(( FM X  contains at most one column from each column orbit, a 

contradiction to the maximality of ))(( FM X  . Therefore a fundamental domain of  a tree incidence matrix of 

X-labeled graph always  exists.■ 

We now use ))(( FM X   to construct a directed graph of groups of incidence matrix of  X-labeled graph, that 

by  changing the direction of all columns  in ))(( TM X
  to be a way from the base row 1r , and then dentified 

the rows of the same row orbits in ))(( FM X  , we have  a directed incidence matrix of X- labeled graph 

))(( FM X  , rows corresponding to rows of  ))(( TM X
  and columns to columns  of ))(( FM X  .  Let 

the row groups of ))(( FM X   be the stabilizers of the row groups rG  in ))(( TM X
  and the columns 

groups cG  be the stabilizers of the columns c in ))(( FM X  . 

Now we define a map c  be cc xllx
1

a , for ,cGx 1cl if ))(( TMc X
  and )()( cerl mc  if 

))((\))(( TMFMc XX
 , ))(( TMr Xm

 .  

 Lemma 4.10: )(xc is in rG , where c  is defined as above and 
tr

Gx . 

Proof: Since  cG  is a subset of )(ceG , so )()()( mcmctt rlrxlrrx  , and then  

mmcc rrxll 1
. Hence ccc xllx

1
)(

 , and in 
mr

G .  

Since we identified the rows of same orbit, mr  in ))(( TM X
  and )(ce in ))((\))(( TMFM XX

  in 

forming ))(( FM X  , so )(ce  corresponding  to a row mr  in ))(( FM X  . Since c  is a map from cG in to 

)(ceG , where c in ))(( FM X  . So c is a monomorphism.  Hence, we have a directed incidence matrix of X-

labeled graph of groups )))(()),((,,,( FMTMlGG XXccr   .■ 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, we show that Bass- Serre theory can apply on Incidence Matrix of X- labeled graph and we have 

the same results with computer Program as in [1], [2], [3], [4] and this work. 

 

6. Example 

In this example we will construct the directed incidence matrix of graph of groups of X-labeled graph which the 

same as in [2]. In the following example we will define an action on incidence matrix of X-labeled graph and 

construct the directed incidence matrix of graph of finite groups of X-labeled graph. 

Let )(H be a core graph of finitely generated subgroup H of free group F generated by }.,{ baX   
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Figure 1 

Therefore the incidence Matrix of core graph of the above graph is as follows:      

))(( * HM X  : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

Since ))(( HM X

  is a connected incidence matrix of  core graph and columns 2c  and 3c  are adjacent  by 

the row 3r , so split the  row 3r  into two rows  33 ,rr  , such that 32 )( rce   and )( 3cs ,  by similarity for  rows 

4r  and 7r , so  we have, 45 )( rce  ,  

44 )( rcs  , and 78 )( rce  , 79 )( rce  .Therefore we get a tree incidence matrix of core graph  which is 

))(( HTM X  as below:  

))(( HTM X : 
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7
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Figure 3 

The tree representative of incidence matrix of X-labeled graph is ))(( HTM X
 : 
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Figure 4 

The fundament domain of incidence matrix of X-labeled graph is ))(( HFM X : 
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Figure 5 

By the action of H  on ))(( HFM X , we get that  7177 rhrrh  , 3233 rhrrh   and 4344 rhrrh 

, because Hbbaa  111
, Hbbba 1

and Haabab  11
are reduced closed scales. Also the stabilizers 

of the rows and the columns are the trivial subgroups of H. 

))),((,,( XXcrX lHTMHHM  : 
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Figure 6 
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